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and then retired to the east upon their group at Enda
Mehoni.
The troops of Ras Kassa, relics of his old army and mixed
detachments, advanced slowly and took the little village
which I had seen burning.
The column of Ras Getatchu, with the Imperial Guard
and other detachments, advanced towards the more heavily
fortified positions in the enemy's rear : including the high
hill where used to stand the Gibbi of Dedjazmatch Aberra
Tadla, a redoubtable point.
Because of the continual postponement of our offensive
the rear positions had already been fortified. It was clear
that our attack had not been unexpected. The Azebu
Galla, after enjoying our hospitality to the full, had decided
to venture on further profit from the Italians. They had
been cross-examined by the enemy on the whereabouts of
our troops, their number, the direction that they were
taking . . . another fifteen thalers, and that clinched the
matter for the Azebu Galla.
After taking a few less important positions the Ethiopians
stopped before those which were fortified and powerfully
held by the enemy, who here were Tripolitans and Erit-
reans. The Ethiopians at once took cover and flattened
themselves out in folds of the ground and holes.
The bravest, some nine hundred men, struck at the
redoubts. But the rest lacked the courage to advance and
crown their efforts with the capture of the Italian works.
Under cover, they preferred to blaze away until their
cartridge belts were empty. Then they withdrew.
The Ethiopians say that at one place where they had to
run some hundred yards to take a strong redoubt they were
stopped halfway by small planes which machine-gunned
them. Even the Italian aviation was ready for the land
offensive.
Our gunners had no idea of the objectives which they
were supposed to bombard. They shot at random and
sometimes hit their own men. The Ethiopians also attacked
fortified positions without proper artillery preparation.
Giving the order to his artillery to fire, the Emperor had
said, " Our men must hear their artillery shooting. It will
give them courage and improve their morale."
The Italian works were generally stone walls, rather low

